Michael Tierney Photo & Background Information
General Information & Notes i
This is the only photograph we have of Michael
Tierney, who was born on August 3, 1858 in
Ireland and immigrated to New York City around
1880.
According to the census his wife Anna (Anne)
McDonald Tierney emigrated around the same
year, but their marriage is listed as occurring about
1888, so I assume they arrived independently.
The only story we had about Michael in my family
was that he was a New York City policeman, so
there was much research to do ‐ especially to try
and find where Michael emigrated from in Ireland.

Figure 1: Michael Tierney in Uniform, circa 1904
(Repaired version)

It is unclear why this photo was taken on the roof
of a building, but I have found a few New York
Times articles from that time period mentioning an
Officer Tierney, including two that also mention a
roof. There is no way to conclusively determine if
the photo is connected to either, but I will include
the articles below.
I found it difficult to try and date the photo myself.
There are many images of NYC police uniforms
online, but very little information relating them to
more than a general time period.

Figure 2: NY Police Museum Uniform Exhibit

However, an inquiry to the NYC Police Museum
asking about his uniform yielded wonderful
results:. Their response:

"I can tell you with certainty that it was taken sometime after the spring of 1901. In 1901, patrolmen
began to wear metal precinct number pins on their left collar, and this is visible on your great‐
grandfather’s summer uniform (starting in 1912, they began wearing numbers on both collars).
Also, by 1908, the hat that he is wearing was no longer in use as modern regulation‐style shorter hats
had replaced these.
My guess, based mainly on intuition and having seen many photos from this era, is that the picture was
probably taken sometime between 1901 and 1905. But it is possible it is as late as 1907 or 1908."
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Census Records
Due to poorly written versions and transcriptions of the Tierney surname 1 , the family was not particularly easy
to find in the 1900 or 1910 censuses 2 in Manhattan. When we did find them, those censuses provided
residential addresses for the family as well as approximate birth years of Michael (1858), Anne (1861) and
children Margaret (1889), Annie (1891), John (1892), Michael Edward (1893) and Thomas (1895.)
However, the years and even months in these censuses are notoriously inaccurate, so primary sources are
needed to confirm them. Father Michael, John & Thomas dates above have all been confirmed. Also, in the 1900
census, son Michael is enumerated as “Edward M” so future researchers will need to look into both variations of
the name.
A more comprehensive write up of the whole family will be provided later.

Police Records
I sent an inquiry to the New York Police Department asking about records of Michael Tierney’s service. There
was more than one man with the same name on the force 3 in the late 1800s and early 1900s, so I provided as
much information as I could using the census addresses, a general birth year and a possible death date from an
online database. 4 This also brought wonderful rewards: they provided his Index Record and Assignment Card,
which contained a terrific amount of information.

Figure 3: New York Police Index Record (Typo in appointed date.)

1

Future researchers: look for variations such as Dierney, Fierney, Freeney among others.

2

Note that there are few surviving results for the United States 1890 census.

3

Michael W. Tierney, in particular shows up in newspapers fairly often, since he was a friend of and worked alongside
Police Commissioner Theodore Roosevelt. I know of no relation at this time.
4

www.italiangen.org is a volunteer genealogical group that has worked on transcribing many NYC records.
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Index Card Transcription
Text

Meaning

Tierney, Michael (ptl‐203)

Patrolman, Shield Number 203

(app 9‐6‐1896)

Appointed to the force 06 September 1886. (NYPD notes typo in year of 1896)

(ret 3‐10‐1913)

Retired from force on 10 March 1913

(Dec 12‐5‐1913)

Deceased 05 December 1913

8‐5‐12

Unsure of meaning

24605

Unsure of meaning – perhaps the number of the index record in the file cabinet?

Figure 4: New York Police Assignment Card
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Assignment Card Transcription
Text

Meaning

Name

Tierney, Michael

Shield No.

203

Born

8‐3‐58, Ireland

Naturalized

2‐5‐85

Social Condition

M (Married)

Former Occupation

Hostler (aka Stableman)

On Probation

Aug 4, 1886 (Starting on police force)

Permanent

Sept 6, 1886

Precinct / Date/ Duty

25, Patrol (Precinct numbers later changed: now 19th Pct. 153 East 67th St.)

Note

Precinct numbers changed 1‐1‐08

Precinct / Date/ Duty

33, 3‐17‐08, Patrol

Addresses

234 E. 35th St M and 228 E. 35th St M (Unsure if M = Married?)

Retired

MAR 10 1913 – Notation: Surgeon’s Certificate, $700 (Annual Pension)

Michael’s NY Police Assignment card turned out to be a wealth of information in comparison to what we knew
before. In particular, his date of naturalization and former occupation pointed directly to one of several possible
U.S. naturalization records. The index record below was found on Footnote.com, so I immediately ordered a
copy of the original record from the National Archives at New York City (NARA) hoping to find where he came
from in Ireland.

Figure 5: Michael Tierney Naturalization Index Card
The reverse of this card only lists original citizenship as subject to “Queen of Great Britain & Ireland”

A full page version of the original naturalization document is attached – unfortunately in 1885 they did not
record very much information on the new citizen at all: Name, Occupation, Current address. Knowing that later
naturalization applications have very detailed information, I called NYC NARA to ask if there was another
document I should order, but their representative informed me that the document in hand was it. (Although I’m
not convinced and plan to follow up again.)
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An Unlikely Discovery
To help better understand the context of my Irish ancestors I have been
looking for books to help me on my way. Shortly after finding the photo of
Michael in one of our family albums, I visited my local library. Scanning the
shelves I noticed a collection of essays entitled The New York Irish.
I slipped the hefty book from the shelf, and let it fall open. Looking down at
the randomly found page 230, I saw a photograph of a group of policeman
in 1887 5 standing in front of the newly opened New York City 25th Precinct
and recalled that according Michael Tierney’s Assignment Card he was
assigned to the 25th precinct from 1886 until 1908.
On the far left of the 2nd row of officers in the photo was one of the few
fellows without a moustache:

5

Figure 6: The New York Irish Book Cover

Short link to this photo on Google Books: http://bit.ly/eFQEc3
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Figure 7: Group Photo ‐ Opening of NY Police 25 Precinct, 1887

He looked vaguely familiar, so I
scanned the photo and enlarged it
enough to take a better look.
I believe this comparison of the
book’s photo and our own photo
of Michael Tierney (circa 1904) is
convincing evidence that he is in
that 1887 photo.
I asked the publisher if they had
any contact information for the
source of the photo and they
suggested I contact the book’s
authors. I have done so, but no
response yet.

Figure 8: Michael Tierney Book & Photo Comparison
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A death notice for Michael Tierney
appeared in the NY Times on
December 7, 1913 listing his death
as December 5, 1913.
Although the notice mentions a
Funeral Notice was to follow, a
search of the newspaper for
several weeks after this date
turned up nothing.
Figure 9: Death Notice

I obtained his death certificate, Number 34658 from the New York City Municipal Archives and have attached it
at the end of this document. His origin is listed only as Ireland, cause of death was “Endocarditis Chronic
Cirrhosis Hepatis” and he was buried in Calvary cemetery on December 8, 1913.
That date is one day after the funeral notice above, which makes me wonder if there was perhaps an afternoon
edition of the newspaper that might contain additional info.
Michael’s parents are listed as John Tierney and Margaret Murphy – her maiden name is a new find for us.
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I also found a listing for a Michael Tierney listed as Secretary of the Traffic Squad Benevolent Association in
1908 6 . The address for the association was in the area of his residence at the time. I found that the Association
is still around today and a member of their board tells me that if the listing is our Michael, he would have been
an original member of the group. He also sent a photo of their first meeting muster which is included below. I
believe the 4th officer from the left with his hand to his face is a possible match (but very hard to tell.)

Figure 10: NY Police Traffic Squad Benevolent Association, First Muster, 1908

Next Steps
Now that we have his death certificate, I will need to make a trip to Calvary Cemetery to try to find his grave 7 . If
there is a stone then perhaps some additional information about where he came from in Ireland could be on it,
although that is probably a long shot. There is hopefully also the possibility that we might find Michael’s wife
Anne McDonald buried with him and obtain some birth and death dates for her as well.
I am in the process of checking with local area churches for birth and marriage records for the family. While
waiting for a response to my inquiry from Church of St. Stephen on East 28th Street, I asked the Archdiocese of

6

This listing is found in several years of the Brooklyn Daily Eagle Almanac on Google Books.

7

On a related note, Michael’s son John is buried at First Calvary along with his first wife Sabina Gilroy in Section 4B, Range
4, Plot L, Grave 11.
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NY where I might find the records for St. Gabriel’s Roman Catholic Church that I learned was located on East 37th
Street from 1859 to 1939. They reported back that St. Stephen held those records – so I sent an updated request
to the church.
Finally, St. Stephen reported back that while they did not find any marriage records, they found baptismal
records for the three oldest Tierney children: Margaret, Annie and John. I am now waiting for a copy John’s
record to arrive.
This research is a work in progress and I hope to be able to add more information over time. If there are any
questions I can answer or for anyone who might help me in my research I can be reached using the following
contact:
John J. Tierney
Huntington, NY
Blog: http://currach.johnjtierney.com
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Figure 11: Michael Tierney 1885 Naturalization FRONT
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Figure 12: Michael Tierney 1885 Naturalization REAR
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Figure 13 ‐ Michael Tierney Death Certificate
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i

These notes are based on information known and discovered to date, but keep in mind genealogy is an ongoing project
and any guesses made are certainly not written in stone. Also, my opinion might differ from those of other folks.
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